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Band: Unfaithful (S)  

Genre: Modern Groove Metal 

Label: Mighty Music 

Albumtitle: Streetfighter 

Duration: 36:03 

Releasedate: 10.11.2014  

 

"Streetfighter", this is the first longplayer of the Swedish Unfaithful. The CD will be released on 10th November 2014 

and I have had the pleasure to listen to it once before. Modern Groove Metal is written on the banner of Unfaithful, 

let's see or better hear if I can confirm it!? 

 

Aye, it is modern, it sounds like Metal and it grooves. The first chords of the CD are really refreshing. The raw vocals 

are a must-have in this genre and there is no exception on "Streetfighter". 

 

This is music with no-holds-barred, raw and a smash right into one's face. Indeed, everything is well-conceived. The 

guitars have a fairly groove and push one forward brilliantly accentuated by a booming bass. The songs would be 

only half as good without the driving beats of the drummer. Those put the finishing touches to the songs.  

 

The vocalist has done a solid work singing with a lot of anger in his voice. Unfortunately I miss that certain thing here 

and there and the proverbial aha-reaction. The songs are good beyond all question but I feel the need of catchy 

songs. The only song that has this effect is "Streetfighter"; I would have liked to hear more of this type.  

 

Conclusion: 

The Swedish present a successfully debut album. If you like Modern Groove Metal, you should listen to 

"Streetfighter". It pays beside the mentioned weaknesses. Unfaithful provides everything to stay in this business for 

long time and they will let know a lot more of their music. This is a big success for their first debut album. 

 

Rating: 8,5/10 

 

Recommendations: Streetfighter, Busted 

 

Weblink: http://www.facebook.com/UnfaithfulOFFICIAL 

 

LineUp: 

 

Marcus Karregard – Vocals 

Sammy Kela – Guitar 

Robin Ingemansson - Bass Guitar 

Jimi Lexe - Drums. 
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Tracklist: 

 

01. Vegas Baby 

02. Streetfighter 

03. Trendkiller 

04. The Kid 

05. Childhood Friend 

06. Medicated For Your Protection 

07. Busted 

08. Flawless Life 

09. Unrestrained 

 

Author: Basser1971 / Translation: Dine 


